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Four Topics

◮ Electron spin resonance g tensors

◮ Polarized neutron diffraction and currents

◮ Magnetic field densities

◮ Tonto: how we produce our results



g tensors

I
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g tensors
Matrix isolation spectroscopy

◮ Make a molecular radical

◮ Here, you zap some target material
with a laser to produce your desired
radical

◮ Quickly freeze the radical in an inert
matrix of of Neon or Argon

◮ Do some spectroscopy on the radical
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g tensors
Electron spin resonance

◮ Now put the radical between two
magnets

◮ The unpaired electron spin energy
level splits into two levels in the field

◮ Measure the (microwave) energies for
the splitting
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g tensors
Electron spin resonance

◮ The unpaired electron is not free

◮ It experiences local magnetic fields
coming from induced magnetic
currents

◮ There are three different splittings
that are measured

◮ This corresponds to three g

values—hence g tensor
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g tensors
Modelling the g tensor

◮ Experimentalist fits data to the
phenomenological equation

∆E = µBB · g · S̃

◮ S̃ is the effective spin of the radical in terms of
the two split Kramers states—it is not the real
spin.

◮ The arbitrariness in the choice of states (up to
unitary invariance) means g is ill-defined

◮ Fix definition of g by making it symmetric and
unit determinant
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g tensors
Interesting formula for g tensor

◮ We can show (and will use) that

G = ggT =
1

µ2
B

∂2(∆E )2

∂B∂B

◮ This is different to the normal formula

g =
1

µB

∂2∆E

∂B∂S̃

The above is not well defined when effective
spin is not equal to real spin i.e. when there is
strong spin-orbit coupling



g tensors
Proof of formula for g tensor

◮ Due to properties of Pauli matrices eigenvalues
of

λ1σ1 + λ2σ2 + λ3σ3

are
E± = ±(λ2

1 + λ2
2 + λ2

3)
1/2

◮ Substitution of above in

∆E = µBB · g · S̃

gives
(∆E )2 = 2µ2

BB · G · B

from which the second derivative result for G
follows.



g tensors
Formula in the case ∆g is small

◮ If g = ge1+∆g then

∂∆E

∂B
=

1

2
(ge + ξ ·∆g · ξ)

where ξ are the direction cosines of B with
magnitude B .

◮ So to get ∆g tensor we need up to six finite
difference energy calculations with finite B in
different directions.



g tensors
Beautiful Helllmann-Feynman formula for ∆g

◮ We get this from the Pauli expansion of the B

field terms in the Hamiltonian

◮ Valid for small spin-orbit coupling around small
B fields

◮ To be used with the previous formula for
extracting the ∆g shifts.



g tensors
Non-perturbative calculations for the ∆g tensor shifts

Strategy

◮ Put all Pauli terms in the Hamiltonian except
diamagnetic two-electron spin orbit terms

◮ Calculate the variational general complex
Hartree-Fock orbitals and energies in the
presence of finite B .

◮ Get the ∆g shifts

◮ Note: we observed no problem with variational
collapse even for transition metal systems with
standard valence DZ basis sets.
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g tensors
Hamiltonian: for your interest

You know the crappy Pauli Hamiltonian . . .

To see it (and results) look in:

Jayatilaka (1998) JCP 108 7587.
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g tensors
Results for CoCl2−4

◮ gpara = 2.47 (2.40)

◮ gperp = 2.44 (2.30)

No crystal field effects were included.
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Polarized neutron diffraction
Induced currents

◮ The g tensor arises from induced currents in
the molecule due to the applied magnetic field.

◮ Is it possibloe to “see” these currents?

◮ In principle yes: we can see the magnetic fields

produced from these induced currents using
polarized neutron diffraction.

◮ As far as I know, only Cassam-Chenai has
demonstrated this

◮ I’ve been trying using a different method
(using constrained wavefunctions) for about 15
years . . .
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Polarized neutron diffraction
How it works

The B-field in the molecule are caused by

◮ Orbital currents

◮ Unpaired spins
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Polarized neutron diffraction
How it works

To see these fields

◮ Crystallize the molecule

◮ Scatter polarized neutrons from the
crystal

◮ The neutron is uncharged and has a
magnetic moment

◮ The magnetic part of the scattering
(I+ − I−) indicates the local magnetic
field density.
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Polarized neutron diffraction
How it works

◮ The strength of the magnetic
scattering at a particular Bragg
refelction is related to the magnitude
of the Fourier components of the
magnetic field density.

◮ This is similar to the X-ray
experiment where you get magnitudes
of the Fourier components of the
(scalar) electron density.



Polarized neutron diffraction
The PND experiment
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Polarized neutron diffraction
How it works

◮ Here is the D3 beamline at the ILL

◮ There is a new facility at Oak ridge
which came on line this year, which
uses neutrons from a (proton
accelerator) spallation source

◮ Much higher neutron flux—smaller
crystals
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Magnetic field densities
How to calculate it?

◮ The magnetic field in a molecule comes from
the current:

B(r) = c−2
∇×

∫
J(r′)

|r − r′|
dr′

◮ The current can come from the unpaired spin
and from orbitak currents

J(r) = JL(r) + JS(r)

= JL(r) + geµB∇× S(r)
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Magnetic field densities
Basis-set formula for B due to JL

BLα[r
′] =

i

2c2
ǫαβγ

∑

µν

I−βγνµ[r
′]γµν

where

I−βγνµ[r
′] =

∫

[(∇βχ
∗
ν(r))χµ(r)− χ∗

ν(r)(∇βχµ(r))]
(r ′γ − rγ)

|r′ − r|
3 dr
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Magnetic field densities
Basis-set formula for B due to JS

BSα[r
′] = −

geµe

c2
[Iαββ [r

′]− Iββα[r
′]]

where

Iκβλ[r
′] =

∫
(∇κSλ[r])(r

′
β − rβ)

|r′ − r|
3 dr

and

Iκβλ[r
′] =

∑

µν

Σλµν

∫
[∇κχ

∗
ν(r)χµ(r)] (r

′
β − rβ)

|r′ − r|
3

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Call this I
+
κβνµ

[r′]

dr =
∑

µν

I+κβνµ[r
′]Σλµν
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Magnetic field densities
Basis-set formulas: observations

◮ The formulas for both current and spin involve
the same integrals

◮ It can be shown that the electric field density
also involves the same integrals

◮ Where is the gauge origin problem?

Where has it gone?

Normally for magnetic properties there appears an implicit origin

which appears because of the vector potential A = B× r/2

◮ It seems that if we deal with the physical
current sources of the magnetic field, no gauge
origin problem arises



Magnetic field densities
Integral evaluation for gaussian basis functions χ

Iκβνµ[r
′] = 2π−1/2

∑

k

w
Rys
k

Fβκνµ[r
′
β , uk ]

∏

i 6=β

Hiκνµ[r
′
i , uk ]

where

−∇′
βHiκνµ[r

′
i , uk ] = δβiFβκνµ[r

′
β , uk ]

and

Fβκνµ[r
′
β , uk ] =

∑

l

wGH
l 2u2k(r

′
β−rl ) exp(−u2k(r

′
β−rl )

2)
[
∇κχ

∗
βν(rl )χβµ(rl )

]

Hκνµ[r
′] = 2π−1/2

.
∑

k
w

Rys
k

.
(∑

l
wGH
l

exp(−u2
k
(r ′1 − rl )

2) [∇κχ
∗
iν(rl )χiµ(rl )]

)

.
(∑

m
wGH
m exp(−u2

k
(r ′2 − rm)

2) [∇κχ
∗
iν(rm)χiµ(rm)]

)

.
(∑

n
wGH
n exp(−u2

k
(r ′2 − rn)

2) [∇κχ
∗
iν(rn)χiµ(rn)]

)
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Tonto

◮ Tonto is a framework and library for developing new
and strange quantum chemical applications which
don’t fit the norm.

◮ It is biased towards crystallographic applications

◮ To future-proof Tonto, the library is written in
object-oriented language Foo that translates into
Fortran, but could be translated into another.

◮ It is heavily documented in the source.

◮ It has syntax for writing parallel do loops, and
inheritance but not polymorphism

◮ It is free under the less resttictive LGPL license

◮ sourceforge.net/projects/tonto-chem/


